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DEFORMATIONS OF RATIONAL SURFACE SINGULARITIES
AND REFLEXIVE MODULES
WITH AN APPLICATION TO FLOPS
TROND STØLEN GUSTAVSEN AND RUNAR ILE
Abstract. Blowing up a rational surface singularity in a reflexive module
gives a (any) partial resolution dominated by the minimal resolution. The main
theorem shows how deformations of the pair (singularity, module) relates to
deformations of the corresponding pair of partial resolution and locally free
strict transform, and to deformations of the underlying spaces. The results
imply some recent conjectures on small resolutions and flops.
1. Introduction
We relate deformations of a rational surface singularity with a reflexive module
to deformations of a partial resolution of the singularity with the locally free strict
transform of the module. Our results imply three conjectures of C. Curto and D.
Morrison about how a family of small resolutions of a 3-dimensional index one
terminal singularity and its flop are obtained by blowing up in a maximal Cohen-
Macaulay module and its syzygy.
Rational surface singularities were defined by M. Artin in [1]. Further founda-
tional work was done by E. Brieskorn [8] and J. Lipman [41] and many studies
have followed. In the 1980s the geometrical McKay correspondence was establised
by G. Gonzales-Sprinberg and J.-L. Verdier [18] and generalised in [4]. It gives a
bijection between the isomorphism classes of (non-projective) indecomposable re-
flexive modules {Mi} and the prime components {Ej} of the exceptional divisor
in the minimal resolution X˜ → X of a rational double point (RDP), i.e. the An,
Dn and E6−8. More precisely, if Fi denotes the strict transform of Mi to X˜, the
Chern class of Fi is dual to the prime divisor; c1(Fi).Ej = δij , with rkMi equal to
the multiplicity of Ei in the fundamental cycle. For non-Gorenstein quotient surface
singularities there are in general more indecomposable reflexive modules than prime
components as was shown by H. Esnault [17]. However, O. Riemenschneider and his
student J. Wunram gave a natural class of ‘special’ reflexive modules (which we will
call Wunram modules) for which the correspondence holds for any rational surface
singularity [48, 58]. A. Ishii refined Wunram’s result by means of a Fourier-Mukai
transform in the case of quotient surface singularities [29]. M. Van den Bergh’s use
in [51] of the endomorphism ring of a higher dimensional Wunram module to prove
derived equivalences for flops induced a lot of activity, also attracting attention to
the 2-dimensional case with interesting results by M. Wemyss and collaborators,
e.g. O. Iyama and Wemyss [30, 31] and Wemyss [56].
The McKay-Wunram correspondence is foundational for this article: We prove
that blowing up a rational surface singularity X in a reflexive module M (a spe-
cial case of L. Gruson and M. Raynaud’s flatifying blowing-up [46]) gives a partial
resolution f : Y → X where Y in particular is normal, dominated by the minimal
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2 TROND STØLEN GUSTAVSEN AND RUNAR ILE
resolution, and the strict transformM = fM(M) is locally free. The partial resolu-
tion is determined by the Chern class c1(F ) of the strict transform F of M to X˜.
In particular, any partial resolution dominated by the minimal resolution is given
by blowing up in a Wunram module. See Theorem 4.3 for more precise statements.
As an example, the RDP-resolution (obtained by contracting the (−2)-curves in
the minimal resolution) is given by blowing up in the canonical module ωX .
Consider the deformations Def(Y,M ) of the pair (Y,M ) which blow down to
deformations of the pair (X,M). Our main result (Theorem 5.1) says that in the
commutative diagram of deformation functors
Def(Y,M )
β //
α

DefY
δ

Def(X,M) // DefX
the blowing down map α is injective and the forgetful map β is smooth and in
many situations an isomorphism. The injectivity of α is surprising since the blowing
down map δ in general is not injective (cf. Remark 5.8 and [53, 6.4]). On spaces
δ is a Galois covering onto the Artin component A which for RDPs equals DefX
[9, 50, 45, 2, 55]. However, β is an isomorphism if M is Wunram (e.g. any reflexive
on an RDP) implying that δ factors through a closed embedding αβ−1 : DefY ⊆
Def(X,M) realising deformations of the partial resolution as deformations of the pair
as conjectured by Curto and Morrison in the RDP case. A deformation of X in the
component A lifts in general to a deformation of (X,M) – and of Y – only after
a finite base change. However, a deformation of the pair (X,M) in the geometric
image of Def(Y,M ) lifts to a deformation of (Y,M ) without any base change. Note
that Def(X,M) in general is not dominated by Def(Y,M ), even for RDPs: in Example
5.11, M is the (rank two) fundamental module and Def(X,M) has two components
while DefY has one. A crucial ingredient (first proved by Lipman [42]) in J. Wahl’s
proof that the covering Def
X˜
→ A has Galois action by a product of Weyl groups
was the injectivity of δ in the case Y is the RDP-resolution. This is an immediate
consequence of our main result since Def(X,ωX) ∼= DefX ; see Corollary 5.7. While
knowledge of Def(X,M) would be interesting in itself, these results also indicate that
there are interesting relations to DefX , e.g. regarding the component structure.
In this article our main application of Theorem 5.1 is a generalisation of three
conjectures of Curto and Morrison [13] concerning the nature of small partial resolu-
tions of 3-dimensional index one terminal singularities and their flops. If g : W → Z
is such a small partial resolution and X ⊆ Z is a sufficiently generic hyperplane
section with strict transform f : Y → X, a result of M. Reid [47] says that f is
a partial resolution (normal, dominated by the minimal resolution) of an RDP. In
particular, g is a 1-parameter deformation of f and hence an element in DefY . By
Theorem 4.3, Y is the blowing-up of X in a reflexive module M . Then αβ−1 takes
g to a 1-parameter deformation (Z,N) of the pair (X,M). The basic result is the
following (cf. Theorem 6.3):
Corollary 1.1. There is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay OZ-module N such that :
(i) The small partial resolution W → Z is given by blowing up Z in N .
(ii) Blowing up Z in the syzygy module N+ of N gives the unique flop W+→ Z.
(iii) The length of the flop equals the rank of N if the flop is simple.
Theorem 6.6 is a version of this statement for flat families of such small partial
resolutions and flops. There is a family of pairs (X,M) in Def(X,M) such that
the blowing up of X in M and in the syzygy M+ give two simultaneous partial
resolutions Y →X ← Y + which induce any local family of flops of g by pullback,
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for any g with hyperplane section f . By a result of S. Katz and Morrison, in the
simple case the length l of the flop determines the generic hyperplane sectionX [33],
see also [34]. More precisely, X equals A1,D4,E6,E7,E8 or E8 for l = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
or 6, respectively. By our result there is in each case a unique reflexive module M
of rank l such that any simple flop of length l is obtained by pullback from the
Y → X ← Y + for the corresponding (X,M). Hence Y → X ← Y + gives the
‘universal’ simple flop of length l realised as blowing-ups in families of reflexive
modules as suggested by Curto and Morrison; see Remark 6.8.
As an example consider A1 : x2 + yz which has a minimal versal family x2 +
yz − u. After the base change u 7→ t2 it allows a simultaneous deformation of the
minimal resolution and the resulting family is a small resolution of Z : x2 + yz− t2
with exceptional fibre E ∼= P1; see M. F. Atiyah [5, Thm. 2]. The only non-trivial
indecomposable reflexive module M on A1 extends to a module N on Z with
presentation matrix Φ =
(
x+t y
−z x−t
)
. Blowing up Z in N gives the simultaneous
resolution W → Z of the family. Blowing up Z in the syzygy N+ gives the simple
flop W+→ Z of length one. The presentation matrix of N+ is the adjoint Ψ of
Φ and the pair makes a matrix factorisation of the hypersurface Z. The RDPs
are hypersurfaces and any maximal Cohen-Macaulay module is given by a matrix
factorisation [15]. Curto and Morrison phrase their conjectures in terms of matrix
factorisations (and for simple flops) and verify them for the An and Dn by extensive
calculations. The higher ranks of the indecomposable modules for the E6−8 makes
this approach difficult, and for the non-simple flops practically impossible. Our
argument is conceptual and does not rely on computations. The coordinate-free
formulation of Theorems 6.3 and 6.6 makes the conjectures more transparent and
accessible; see Remark 6.7. By a result of O. Villamayor U. generators for the
blowing-up ideal are readily obtained from a presentation of the module [52], cf.
comments below (2.6.3). The singularities we work with are henselisations of finite
type algebras and the results will therefore have finite type representations locally
in the étale topology.
In recent years there has been a lot of research linking properties of various non-
commutative algebras and the flops, e.g. notably the description by W. Donovan
and Wemyss of the Bridgeland-Chen autoequivalence in terms of the universal fam-
ily of a non-commutative deformation functor [14]. J. Karmazyn [32] reconstructs
the small partial resolution and its flop by a quiver GIT-construction where the
input is endomorphism algebras. Wemyss [57] contains many general results de-
scribing flops and minimal models of singularities (e.g. for cDVs) in homological
terms. In particular he describes flops in terms of mutations, with applications to
the GIT chamber structure. We offer on the other hand a direct proof of the orig-
inal Curto-Morrison conjectures using deformation theory where the blowing-up
ideal for the small, partial resolution is obtained directly from the (parametrised)
2-dimensional Wunram module. Moreover, any flop with fixed RDP hyperplane sec-
tion and Dynkin diagram is a pullback from a pair of such ‘universal’ blowing-ups.
We also believe that the geometric techniques used in this article may be useful in
the study of more general contractions. See Remarks 6.5 and 6.9.
The inventory of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we give preliminary re-
sults concerning rational surface singularities, blowing-up in coherent sheaves, strict
transforms on partial resolutions and their Chern classes and a cohomology and base
change result suited to our needs. In Section 3 we define the deformation functors.
We also give a result which implies the compatibility of blowing-up in a family of
modules with base change. In Section 4 we prove a result concerning the fractional
ideal which defines the blowing-up, normality of blowing-up, and the blowing-up
version of the McKay-Wunram correspondence. In Section 5 we prove the main
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theorem through several intermediate steps. Existence of versal base spaces and
a classical result of Lipman follows. There is also an example (the fundamental
module). The article ends in Section 6 with our treatment of the Curto-Morrison
conjectures.
Acknowledgement. Part of this work was done during the first author’s most
pleasant stay at Northeastern University 2013/14.
The authors thank the referee for a detailed and helpful report.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Partial resolutions of rational surface singularities. Fix an algebraically
closed field k. All schemes and maps are assumed to be above Spec k and all schemes
are assumed to be noetherian.
Definition 2.1. A singularity is an affine scheme X = SpecA where A is algebraic
(the henselisation of a finite type k-algebra in a maximal ideal). A partial resolution
of X is a proper birational map f : Y → X with Y normal. If Y is regular, f is
a resolution. Let E(f) ⊂ Y denote the (non-reduced) closed fibre of f and let
Σ(f) denote the exceptional set of f ; the minimal closed subset of Y such that f
restricted to its complement is an isomorphism. A partial resolution f is small if
Σ(f) does not contain any divisorial components.
If A furthermore is a normal domain of dimension two, X is called a normal sur-
face singularity. Moreover, X is a rational surface singularity if there is a resolution
f such that R1f∗OY = 0; [1]. A rational surface singularity which is a double point
is called a rational double point (RDP).
A normal surface singularity is an RDP if and only if it is a Gorenstein rational
surface singularity; cf. [6, 4.19]. RDP is also equivalent to Du Val as defined in [40,
4.4]; cf. [6, 3.31, 4.1]. A finite module on a normal surface singularity is reflexive if
and only if it is maximal Cohen-Macaulay (MCM).
A fundamental reference for the following results is Lipman [41]. Proposition 2.2
will be used without further mentioning.
Proposition 2.2 ([41, 4.1, 27.1]). Let X be a rational surface singularity and
f : Y → X a partial resolution. Let {Ei}i∈I denote the prime components of E(f).
There is a minimal resolution of singularities pi : X˜ → X (independent of f) such
that :
(i) (Minimality) If f is a resolution of singularities then there exists a unique
map g : Y → X˜ such that f = pig.
(ii) (Singularities) Y has only rational surface singularities. If X is an RDP then
Y has only RDP singularities.
(iii) (Contracting exceptional curves) For any subset J ⊆ I there exists a unique
partial resolution g : YJ → X and map h : Y → YJ with f = gh such that g
contracts exactly the curves {Ei}i∈I\J .
Proof. For the minimal resolution, (i) and (ii) see [41, 4.1 and 1.2]. For (iii) see 27.1
and Remarks p. 275 in [41]. 
Proposition 2.3. Let X be a normal singularity of dimension at least two and
suppose f : Y → X is a partial resolution. Let {Ei}i∈I denote the prime components
of E(f). Assume dimEi = 1 for all i ∈ I and R1f∗OY = 0. Then:
(i) Ej ∼= P1 for all j, the intersections are transversal and E(f) contains no
embedded components.
(ii) (Intersection numbers) Let L be an invertible sheaf on Y and C ∈ {Ei}i∈I .
Put L .C = degC(L ⊗OC); cf. [41, §10-11]. Then:
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(a) L ∼=OY if and only if L .C = 0 for all C ∈ {Ei}i∈I .
(b) L is generated by its global sections if and only if L .C > 0 for all
C ∈ {Ei}i∈I . In that case R1f∗L = 0.
(c) L is ample if and only if L .C > 0 for all C ∈ {Ei}i∈I . In that case L
is very ample for f .
(iii) (The Picard group) For each i ∈ I there is an effective prime Cartier divisor
Di which intersects ∪i∈IEi transversally in a point contained in Ei. Moreover,
{Di}i∈I gives a Z-basis for Pic(Y ).
(iv) (Hyperplane sections) Assume f is small and dimX > 3. Let g : H ′ → H
denote the strict transform along f of a hyperplane section H ⊂ X defined by
a non-zero-divisor u. Assume that H and H ′ are normal. Then the restriction
map Pic(Y )→ Pic(H ′) is an isomorphism. Moreover,
O(Di).E(f) =O(Di ∩H ′).E(g).
Proof. (i) Note that 0 = R1f∗OY  R1f∗OC for all subschemes C with support in
∪Ej . It follows that pa(Ej) = 0 (which implies Ej ∼= P1) and that the intersections
are transversal. Since f∗OY  f∗OE(f) and f∗OY = OX by [49, Lemma 0AY8], it
follows that H0(OE(f)) ∼= k and E(f) cannot have embedded components. (ii) is
[41, 12.1].
(iii) We imitate the proof of [41, 14.3]. Let y ∈ Ei r ∪j 6=iEj be a closed point
and t¯ a generator for the maximal ideal in OEi,y. Let t ∈ OY,y be a lifting of t¯. One
may assume that no Ej is a component of the principal Cartier divisor (t). Put
(t) = Di +D
′
i where Di ∩ (∪Ej) = {y} and y /∈ D′i (use that X is henselian). There
is a map θ : Pic(Y )→ HomZ(⊕iZEi,Z) given by L 7→ (L .−). The existence of Di
shows surjectivity of θ and (ii) shows injectivity.
(iv) Note that the strict transform equals the total transform. In particular,
{Ei}i∈I are the prime components of g−1(x). The sequence (u, t) is OY,y-regular. It
implies that the standard Cartier divisor in Pic(H ′) given in (iii) corresponding to
the prime component Ei can be taken to be Di ∩H ′. Since OE(f),y ∼= OE(g),y the
moreover part follows. 
Remark 2.4. Note in (iii) that a Cartier divisor D which intersects ∪i∈IEi transver-
sally is contained in any open U ⊆ Y which containes the intersection points.
2.2. Blowing up in coherent sheaves. Let X be a scheme, i : U → X a non-
empty open subscheme with complement Z, and F a quasi-coherent OX -module.
Suppose f : Y → X is a scheme map such that the restriction fU of f to f−1(U) is
an isomorphism f−1(U) ∼= U . Let j : f−1(U)→ Y denote the open inclusion. Define
the Z-strict transform of F along f to be the image of the natural restriction map
f∗F → j∗f∗U (F|U ) – a quasi-coherent OY -module denoted fMZF . The kernel of the
restriction map is the subsheaf H 0f−1Z(f
∗F ) of sections with support in f−1(Z).
Let U ′ ⊆ X be another open subscheme with f−1(U ′) ∼= U ′ and suppose F|U∪U ′
is locally free and both f−1(U) and f−1(U ′) are dense in Y . Then fMZF ∼= fMZ′F .
We use the simplified notation fMF for the maximal such U and call it the strict
transform. If Y is integral then f−1Z does not contain the generic point of Y
and all local sections of H 0f−1Z(f
∗F ) are torsion. If F|U is locally free (as in the
applications below), then all torsion local sections in f∗F have support in f−1Z
since a locally free sheaf has no torsion; i.e. H 0f−1Z(f
∗F ) = (f∗F )tors.
The following is a special case of Gruson and Raynaud’s theorem on flattening
blowing-up (with the universal property); cf. [46, 5.2.2].
Proposition 2.5. Suppose X is a scheme, U an open subscheme of X and F a
coherent OX-module such that F|U is locally free. Put Z = X \ U . Then there is a
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projective scheme map f : Y → X which is universal with respect to the following
properties for a scheme map f ′ : Y ′ → X.
(i) The restriction f ′U is an isomorphism and f
′−1(U) is dense in Y ′.
(ii) The Z-strict transform f ′MZ F is locally free on Y
′.
The proof realises Y as the scheme-theoretic closed image (so possibly with non-
reduced structure; [21, 9.5]) of a map from U to the scheme of quotients QuotF/X/X ;
see [46, §5.2]. Denote Y by BlZ,F (X). Let U ′ ⊆ X be another open subscheme of X
with F|U ′ locally free and such that both U and U ′ are dense in U ∪ U ′. Put Z ′ =
X \U ′. Then BlZ′,F (X) equals BlZ,F (X). The simplified notation f : BlF (X)→ X
is used if U is maximal with F|U locally free and f is called the blowing-up of X
in F . Note that A. Oneto and E. Zatini [44] defined the blowing-up as the closure
of the image of U with reduced structure. Many of their results extend to the
non-reduced context.
As we shall consider base changes of blowing-ups, the following corollary will be
useful.
Corollary 2.6. Given a commutative diagram of scheme maps
Y2
f2

g // Y1
f1

X2
p // X1
and an open subscheme U1 ⊆ X1. Put U2 = p−1(U1) and Zi = Xi \ Ui. Assume
that fi is an isomorphism above Ui and that f−1i (Ui) is dense in Yi for i = 1, 2.
Suppose F is a coherent OX1-module such that F|U1 and (f1)MZ1F are locally free.
(i) The natural map g∗((f1)MZ1F )→ (f2)MZ2(p∗F ) is an isomorphism.
(ii) If f1 equals BlZ1,F (X1)→ X1 and Y2 = BlZ1,F (X1)×X2, then Y2 is isomor-
phic to BlZ2,p∗F (X2) over X2.
Proof. (i) There is a natural map
(2.6.1) g∗H 0
f−11 Z1
(f∗1F ) −→H 0f−12 Z2((pf2)
∗F )
inducing a surjection ϕ : g∗((f1)MZ1F ) → (f2)MZ2(p∗F ). Since ϕ restricted to the
dense (f1g)−1(U1) is an isomorphism and g∗((f1)MZ1F ) is locally free, ϕ is an iso-
morphism.
(ii) By (i), (f2)MZ2(p
∗F ) is locally free. By the universal property in Proposi-
tion 2.5 there is an X2-map r : Y2 → BlZ2,p∗F (X2). Similarly, there is an X1-map
BlZ2,p∗F (X2) → Y1, i.e. an X2-map s : BlZ2,p∗F (X2) → Y2. By universality r and
s are inverse isomorphisms. 
Assume (for simplicity) that F has a constant rank r and let K(X) denote
the sheaf of meromorphic functions; cf. [35], [49, Definition 01X2] and [49, Lemma
02OV]. If r = 1 let Fn be the image of the natural map F ⊗n → i∗(F ⊗n|U ). Then
(2.6.2) BlF (X) ∼= Proj
(⊕
n>0
Fn
)
is the scheme-theoretic closed image of U in P(F ). Oneto and Zatini observed that
the Plücker embedding of the Grassmann gives the fractional ideal sheaf
(2.6.3) JF K = im{∧rF → ∧rF ⊗OXK(X) ∼= K(X)}
for the blowing-up f : BlF (X)→ X; cf. [44, 1.4, 3.1], [52, 3.3]. Villamayor has given
an explicit description of an equivalent ideal. Suppose X = SpecA for a ring A and
F is given by an A-module M . Choose n generators for M and let Syz(M) denote
the kernel of the resulting map A⊕n →M . Then rk Syz(M) = n−r and any choice of
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n−r elements in Syz(M) which induces generators forK(A)⊗ Syz(M) ∼= K(A)⊕n−r
defines a linear map ψ : A⊕n−r → A⊕n such that the ideal of maximal minors of ψ
is isomorphic to JMK. See [52, 3.3].
Curto and Morrison defines a ‘Grassmann blowup’ as the closure in CN ×
Grass(n − r, n) of a set defined in terms of the smooth locus and the presenta-
tion matrix ϕ. In the case of a matrix factorisation of a hypersurface they state in
[13, 2.1] a universal property for the normalization of the Grassmann blowup for
‘birational’ maps h : Y → X such that hMM is locally free. By our discussion and
Proposition 2.2 it follows that their normalized Grassmann blowup equals BlM (X)
for RDPs once we know that BlM (X) is normal. Normality is not obvious and will
be proved for a reflexive module on a rational surface singularity in Proposition 4.2.
2.3. Strict transforms and Chern classes. The strict transform of a reflexive
sheaf along a resolution of a rational surface singularity is locally free; see [18,
2.10] for quotient singularties, the general case is cited in [4, 1.1]. Esnault proves a
characterisation of sheaves on the resolution which are strict transforms of reflexive
modules in [17, 2.2]. We give the following natural generalisation of Esnault’s result
which needs a slightly different proof.
Proposition 2.7. Let f : Y → X be a partial resolution of a rational surface
singularity.
(i) Suppose M is a reflexive OX-module. Then the strict transform fMM is a re-
flexive OY -module generated by global sections, the natural map M → f∗fMM
is an isomorphism, and R1f∗HomY (fMM,ωY ) = 0. In particular, fMM is
locally free if Y is regular.
(ii) If F is a reflexive OY -module with R1f∗HomY (F , ωY ) = 0 then f∗F is a
reflexive OX-module. Moreover, if F is generated by global sections then the
natural map fMf∗F → F is an isomorphism.
Proof. (i) PutM = fMM . As a quotient of f∗M ,M is generated by global sections.
Let U denote the non-singular locus in X. Since f is an isomorphism above U
and f∗M is torsion free, the natural map α : M → f∗M is an isomorphism by
[49, Lemma 0AVS]. Also note that M is locally free on the complement of a 0-
dimensional locus since M is torsion free and Y is normal; cf. [7, Chap. VII, §4.9,
Thm. 6].
The duality theorem [24, VII 3.4] (cf. [12, 3.4.4]) gives an isomorphism:
(2.7.1) Rf∗RH omY (M , ωY )
∼−−−−−−→ RH omX(Rf∗M , ωX)
Rationality gives Rf∗M ' f∗M and the resulting spectral sequence gives short
exact sequences:
(2.7.2) 0→ R1f∗Extp−1Y (M , ωY ) −→ ExtpX(M,ωX) −→ f∗ExtpY (M , ωY )→ 0
SinceM is maximal Cohen-Macaulay, ExtpX(M,ωX) = 0 for all p > 0 which implies
ExtpY (M , ωY ) = 0 because Ext
p
Y (M , ωY ) has zero dimensional support for p > 0.
It follows that M is maximal Cohen-Macaulay, i.e. reflexive since Y is normal.
Moreover, R1f∗H omY (M , ωY ) = 0 by (2.7.2). For local cohomology; cf. [10, Chap.
3].
(ii) Since Y is normal, F is maximal Cohen-Macaulay, so (2.7.1) gives (with F
replacingM ) an isomorphism Rf∗H omY (F , ωY ) ' RH omX(Rf∗F , ωX). The as-
sociated second quadrant cohomological spectral sequence gives an exact sequence:
(2.7.3)
0→ Ext1X(R1f∗F , ωX)→ f∗H omY (F , ωY )→H omX(f∗F , ωX)
→ Ext2X(R1f∗F , ωX)→ R1f∗H omY (F , ωY )→ Ext1X(f∗F , ωX)→ . . .
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Since Rqf∗H omY (F , ωY ) = 0 for q > 0, (2.7.3) gives
(2.7.4) ExtqX(f∗F , ωX) ∼= Extq+2X (R1f∗F , ωX) (q > 0)
and the latter is zero by [10, 3.5.11], i.e. f∗F is maximal Cohen-Macaulay. Any
map O⊕nY → F factors as
(2.7.5) O⊕nY ∼= fMf∗O⊕nY −→ fMf∗F
ρ−−→ F
hence if the former is surjective so is ρ. But since fMf∗F is torsion free, ρ is an
isomorphism. 
Remark 2.8. The argument in (ii) works for any normal surface singularity. See
also [39, 2.74].
Lemma 2.9. Suppose f : Y → X is a partial resolution of a rational surface sin-
gularity and F is a locally free OY -module of rank r generated by global sections.
A generic choice of r global sections gives a short exact sequence of coherent OY -
modules
α : 0→O⊕rY
(s1,...,sr)−−−−−−→ F −→OD → 0
where D is an effective, affine, smooth divisor intersecting E(f)red transversally.
Moreover, the r − 1 sections s2, . . . , sr give a short exact sequence
β : 0→O⊕r−1Y
(s2,...,sr)−−−−−−→ F w−−→ ∧rF → 0
where w(m) = m ∧ s2 ∧ · · · ∧ sr and
∧rF ∼=OY (D).
Proof. By Proposition 2.3 the prime components of E(f)red are smooth. Then α
follows as in [4, 1.2]. Pushout of O⊕rY → F along the first projection O⊕rY → OY
gives a s.e.s. 0 → O⊕r−1Y → F
p−→ E → 0 where E is an invertible sheaf by [51,
3.5.1]. Since im(s2, . . . , sr) ⊆ kerw there is an induced map i : E →
∧rF with
w = ip. The map w is surjective since p splits locally. Then i is an isomorphism.
Applying H omY (−,OY ) to the induced s.e.s. 0 → OY → E → OD → 0 gives the
s.e.s. 0→ E ∨ →OY →OD → 0 which implies that E ∼=OY (D). 
For a locally free sheafF of rank r we use the notation c1(F ) =
∧rF . Note that
Wunram in [58, A2] gave two non-isomorphic indecomposable reflexive modules of
rank 3 on I7 with equal Chern classes.
2.4. Base change and cohomology. We will need a base change result for Ext
which is not covered by [20, 7.7.5]. Let f : Y → X = SpecR and g : X → S = SpecA
be maps of schemes and E and F coherent OY -modules such that Y , E and F
are S-flat. Assume that g is local (i.e. given by a local map of local k-algebras
A → R) and f is proper. Put pi = gf . For any quasi-coherent OY -module G
and any n, ExtnY (E ,G ) is a quasi-coherent OY -module, moreover, pi∗ExtnY (E ,G )
is quasi-coherent since pi is proper; [49, Lemma 01XJ]. Also note that ExtnY (E ,G )
is naturally an R-module which is finitely generated if G is coherent by the local-
to-global spectral sequence Ep,q2 = H
q(ExtpY (E ,G )) ⇒ ExtnY (E ,G ) and properness
([19, 3.2.1]). The natural isomorphism of functors f∗H omY (E ,−) ∼= HomY (E ,−)˜
extends to an isomorphism of the right derived universal δ-functors:
(2.9.1)
{
Extnf (E ,−) ∼= ExtnY (E ,−)˜
}
n∈Z : QCoh(Y ) −→ QCoh(X)
which restricts to functors of coherent sheaves Coh(Y )→ Coh(X).
For every integer n we define a functor of quasi-coherent sheaves
(2.9.2) Fn : QCoh(S) −→ QCoh(X) by Fn(I) = ExtnY (E ,F⊗pi∗I)˜.
The functor given by I 7→ F⊗pi∗I is exact since F is S-flat and {Fn}n∈Z is a
cohomological δ-functor. Moreover, Fn(I) is a coherentOX -module if I is a coherent
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OS-module, and Fn commutes with filtered direct limits. Hence the conditions in
[43, 5.1-2] are satisfied and the conclusions apply to the exchange maps
(2.9.3) enI : F
n(OS)⊗OXg∗I −→ Fn(I)
which are defined essentially by applying Fn to the multiplication maps ·u : OS → I
for u ∈ I, see the beginning of Section 4 in [43] or [20, 7.2.2].
We first extend the exchange map to ordinary fibre products by a local scheme
map p : T = SpecB → S. Put X ′ := X×ST and Y ′ := Y×ST . Let prX : X ′ → X,
q : Y ′ → Y , g′ : X ′ → T , f ′ : Y ′ → X ′ and pi′ = g′◦f ′ denote the projections.
Suppose G is a quasi-coherentOY ′-module. Applying Rf∗ to the natural, functorial
isomorphism in [24, II 5.10] gives
(2.9.4) R(prX)∗RH omf ′(Lq∗E ,G ) ' RH omf (E ,Rq∗G ) .
Note that Lq∗E ' q∗E since E is S-flat. Moreover, q and prX are affine, so (2.9.4)
gives isomorphisms
(2.9.5) η : ExtnY (E , q∗G )
˜∼= (prX)∗ExtnY ′(q∗E ,G )˜.
Suppose now that I is a quasi-coherent OT -module and let enI denote the exchange
map enI : Ext
n
Y ′(q
∗E , q∗F )˜⊗OX′ (g′)∗I → ExtnY ′(q∗E , q∗F⊗OY ′ (pi′)∗I)˜. We define
the (ordinary) base change map bnI by the following commutative diagram
(2.9.6) pr∗XExt
n
Y (E ,F )
˜⊗OX′ (g′)∗I
bnI //
a

ExtnY ′(q
∗E , q∗F⊗OY ′ (pi′)∗I)˜
pr∗XExt
n
Y (E , q∗q
∗F )˜⊗OX′ (g′)∗I
ηad⊗ id // ExtnY ′(q
∗E , q∗F )˜⊗OX′ (g′)∗I
enI
OO
where a is induced by the canonical map F → q∗q∗F .
To fit our application we assume R is henselian. Let gT : XT = Spec(R⊗AB)h →
T denote the projection where the h denotes henselisation in the canonical k-point.
Let fT : YT → XT denote the (ordinary) pullback of f to XT and let pX : XT → X
and pY : YT → Y denote the induced projections. Put piT = gT fT , FT = p∗YF ,
and so on. Let h : XT → X ′ denote the henselisation map and hY : YT → Y ′ the
pullback of h. Flat base change by h gives a canonical isomorphism (e.g. by Lazard’s
theorem [49, Theorem 058G], [49, Lemma 07TB] and the local to global spectral
sequence):
(2.9.7) h∗ExtnY ′(q
∗E , q∗F⊗OY ′ (pi′)∗I)˜∼= ExtnYT (ET ,FT⊗OYT pi∗T I)˜
There is also an isomorphism of OXT -modules
(2.9.8) s : ExtnY (E ,F )
˜
T ⊗OXT g∗T I
'−−−→ h∗[pr∗XExtnY (E ,F )˜⊗OX′ (g′)∗I] .
Define the OXT -linear (henselian) base change map
(2.9.9) cnI : Ext
n
Y (E ,F )
˜
T ⊗OXT g∗T I −→ ExtnYT (ET ,FT ⊗OYT pi∗T I)˜
as the composition of h∗(bnI ) ◦ s with (2.9.7). Put X0 = X×S Spec k, Y0 = Y×XX0,
let E0 denote the pullback of E to Y0, and so on.
Proposition 2.10. Assume the base change map
cnk : Ext
n
Y (E ,F )
˜
0 −→ ExtnY0(E0,F0)˜
is surjective. Then:
(i) For all local maps T → S and quasi-coherent OT -modules I, the base change
map cnI is an isomorphism.
(ii) The following statements are equivalent :
(a) cn−1k is surjective.
(b) The OX-module ExtnY (E ,F )˜ is S-flat.
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Proof. We first establish a compatibility of enp∗I with (prX)∗(e
n
I ). There is a natural
isomorphism τ : F⊗OY pi∗p∗I ∼= q∗(q∗F⊗OY ′ (pi′)∗I) with adjoint τad. Note that
the canonical map F⊗pi∗p∗I → q∗q∗(F⊗pi∗p∗I) composed with
(2.10.1) q∗τad : q∗q∗(F⊗pi∗p∗I) −→ q∗(q∗F⊗(pi′)∗I)
equals τ . Let u be an element in I and let ·u denote the mapOS → p∗I. To simplify
the notation we also write ·u for some of the induced maps like id⊗pi∗(·u) : F →
F⊗pi∗p∗I. There is a diagram of OX -linear maps:
(2.10.2)
ExtnY (E ,F )
(·u)∗

a // ExtnY (E , q∗q
∗F )
(q∗q∗(·u))∗

η // ExtnY ′(q
∗E , q∗F )
(q∗(·u))∗

ExtnY (E ,F⊗pi∗p∗I)
τ∗ ++
a // ExtnY (E , q∗q
∗(F⊗pi∗p∗I))
(q∗τad)∗

η // ExtnY ′(q
∗E , q∗(F⊗pi∗p∗I))
(τad)∗

ExtnY (E , q∗(q
∗F⊗(pi′)∗I)) η // ExtnY ′(q∗E , q∗F⊗(pi′)∗I)
Since η is functorial the diagram commutes. The composition τad ◦ q∗(·u) is the
multiplication map ·u : q∗F → q∗F⊗(pi′)∗I. There is a natural isomorphism
(2.10.3) γ : (prX)∗
[
pr∗XExt
n
Y (E ,F )⊗OX′ (g′)∗I
] ∼= ExtnY (E ,F )⊗OXg∗p∗I.
With the compatibility in (2.10.2) one shows that (prX)∗bnI = (prX)∗[e
n
I
◦(ηad⊗ id)◦a]
equals η ◦τ∗ ◦enp∗I ◦γ where γ, τ∗ : Ext
n
Y (E ,F⊗pi∗p∗I)→ ExtnY (E , q∗(q∗F⊗(pi′)∗I)
and η are isomorphisms. In the condition I is OSpec k (denoted by k), p is the
closed embedding T = Spec k → S, g∗p∗k equals OX0 and ExtnY (E ,F )T ⊗OXT g∗T k
is isomorphic to ExtnY (E ,F )0. Since X is henselian so is X0 and cnk = b
n
k . Hence the
assumption is equivalent to enp∗k being surjective. Finally, p∗I is a quasi-coherent
OS-module [49, Lemma 01XJ]. By [43, 5.1.2’], enp∗I is an isomorphism and then so
is bnI and c
n
I .
For (ii), cn−1k is surjective if and only if e
n−1
p∗k is surjective if and only if F
n(OS)
is S-flat by [43, 5.2]. But Fn(OS) = ExtnY (E ,F ). 
The expression ExtnY (E ,F ) commutes with base change (or similar) means that
the conclusion in Proposition 2.10 (i) holds.
Example 2.11. Since ExtnY (OY ,F ) ∼= Hn(Y,F ), Proposition 2.10 gives a variant
of global cohomology and base change without simultaneous properness and flatness
(so apparently not covered by [20, 7.7.5]). For artinian base, see Wahl’s [54, 0.4].
Corollary 2.12. Assume Extn+1Y0 (E0,F0) = 0. Then Ext
n
Y (E ,F ) commutes with
base change. If furthermore cn−1k is surjective, then Ext
n
Y (E ,F )
˜ is S-flat and hence
a deformation of ExtnY0(E0,F0)
˜.
Proof. Since Extn+1Y0 (E0,F0) = 0, c
n+1
k is surjective and by Proposition 2.10 (i)
an isomorphism. Since Extn+1Y (E ,F )
˜ is coherent, Nakayama’s lemma implies that
Extn+1Y (E ,F )
˜ = 0 and in particular is S-flat. By Proposition 2.10 (ii), cnk is sur-
jective and by Proposition 2.10 (i), ExtnY (E ,F ) commutes with base change. If in
addition cn−1k is surjective, then Ext
n
Y (E ,F )
˜ is S-flat by Proposition 2.10 (ii). 
3. Deformations of pairs with partial resolutions
A pair (X,F ) is a scheme X and a coherent OX -module F . A map of pairs
(X2,F2) → (X1,F1) is a scheme map p : X2 → X1 and a map of OX2-modules
α : p∗F1 → F2. One obtains a category of pairs. If X → S is a scheme map then
the pair (X,F ) is flat over S if X and F both are S-flat. Let Hk be the category of
affine schemes S = SpecA above Spec k where A is a (noetherian) local henselian
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k-algebra. Fix a singularity X0 = SpecB0 and a coherent OX0-module M0. There
is a fibred category Def(X0,M0)/Hk of deformations of the pair; extensions
(3.0.1) (X0,M0) −→ (X,M)
flat over Spec k → S in Hk where X = SpecB is assumed to be algebraic over S, i.e.
B is given as the henselisation of a finite type A-algebra in a closed point. A mor-
phism in Def(X0,M0) above a map S
′ → S in Hk is a map of pairs (p, α) : (X ′,M ′)→
(X,M) above (X0,M0), such that the map of schemes is cartesian in the category
of henselian local schemes:
(3.0.2) X ′

p // X

S′
2h
// S
and α : p∗M →M ′ is an isomorphism. Given a deformation (3.0.1) and a map S′ →
S in Hk there exists a base change as in (3.0.2) and so the cartesian property holds.
Identifying isomorphic objects defines a deformation functor Def(X0,M0) : Hk →
Sets.
We need conditions on (X0,M0) and a birational map Y0 → X0 that imply the
conditions in Corollary 2.6 for all deformations.
Lemma 3.1. Assume X0 is integral and M0 is torsion free. There is an M0-
regular element 0 6= t0 ∈ Γ(OX0) with U0 := D(t0) such that M0|U0 is locally free.
Let (X,M) be a deformation of (X0,M0).
(i) For any lifting t ∈ Γ(OX) of t0, the open subscheme U = D(t) is dense in X
and M|U is locally free. In particular, for any p as in (3.0.2), p−1(U) is dense
in X ′.
Moreover, let f : Y → X be a proper scheme map with Y S-flat such that the central
fibre f0 : Y0 → X0 is an isomorphism above U0 and t0 defines a Cartier divisor on
Y0.
(ii) The map f is an isomorphism above U and f−1(U) is dense in Y .
Proof. By [7, Chap. II, §5.1, Prop. 2] there exists a t0 such thatM0|U0 is locally free.
Put B = Γ(OX). By [23, 19.2.4], t is B-regular and M -regular and in particular
U is dense in X. A choice of n generators gives a surjection α : B⊕nt → Mt. Since
Mt⊗k ∼= (M0)t0 is free, Ext1U0(Mt⊗k, kerα⊗k) = 0. Then Ext1Bt(Mt, kerα) = 0
by Proposition 2.10 (i) and Nakayama’s lemma. Hence α splits. Since the image
t′ ∈ Γ(OX′) of t lifts t0, p−1(U) = D(t′) is dense as above.
For (ii) note that t as global section of Y defines a Cartier divisor with comple-
ment f−1(U) which hence is dense in Y . Consider a closed point x in U , i.e. x ∈ U0,
with y ∈ f−10 (U0) the unique preimage of x. Then f is flat at y by [22, 11.3.10]
and étale by [23, 17.6.3 e]. Étale and proper implies finite and Nakayama’s lemma
implies f is an isomorphism above U . 
Definition 3.2. Fix a pair (X0,M0) with X0 an integral and Cohen-Macaulay
singularity andM0 torsion free. Let (f0, α0) : (Y0,M0)→ (X0,M0) be a map of pairs
such that f0 is a partial resolution with dimE(f0) 6 1,M0 is a coherent and locally
free OY0-module, and the adjoint of α0 is an isomorphism αad0 : M0 ∼= (f0)∗M0. We
also denote (f0, α0) by (Y0/X0,M0/M0).
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Let Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0) be the category where the objects are extensions of maps
of pairs
(∗) (Y0,M0) //
(f0,α0)

(Y,M )
(f,α)

(X0,M0) // (X,M)
over some Spec k → S in Hk with the following properties:
(i) (Y,M ) is flat over S and (Y0,M0) ∼= (Y,M )×X X0
(ii) (X0,M0)→ (X,M) is an object over Spec k → S in Def(X0,M0)
(iii) f is proper, R1f∗OY and R1f∗M are S-flat
We call (f, α) a deformation of (f0, α0).
A map (f ′, α′) → (f, α) in Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0) over a map g : S′ → S in Hk is a
commutative diagram of deformations of (f0, α0)
(∗∗) (Y ′,M ′) (q,β) //
(f ′,α′)

(Y,M )
(f,α)

(X ′,M ′)
(p,γ) // (X,M)
Proposition 3.3. The forgetful functor Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0) → Hk is a fibred category.
Proof. Suppose (Y/X,M /M) is an object in the fibre category Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0)(S)
as in diagram (∗) and g : S′ → S in Hk. Then a diagram (∗∗) has to be produced
which is cartesian over g in our category. Put X ′ = X×hSS′, f ′ : Y ′ → X ′ equal
to pullback of f along the projection p, and sheaves M ′ = q∗M , M ′ = p∗M .
The map α′ is given by the composition (f ′)∗(p∗M) ∼= q∗(f∗M) q
∗α−−→ q∗M . This
gives a map of deformations (∗∗) with (i), (ii) and f ′ proper. Since R2(f0)∗(−) = 0,
R1f∗M commutes with base change by Corollary 2.12. It follows that R1(f ′)∗M ′ ∼=
p∗R1f∗M is S′-flat. Similarly for R1(f ′)∗OY ′ , so (iii) holds. 
Lemma 3.4. Let (f, α) : (Y,M )→ (X,M) be an object in Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0)(S).
(i) The pair (Spec f∗OY , f∗M ) is an object in Def(X0,M0)(S) isomorphic to (X,M).
Furthermore, assume that M0 is generated by its global sections.
(ii) The sheaf M is generated by its global sections.
(iii) The map α¯ : fMM →M induced by α is an isomorphism.
Proof. (i) Note that f0 induces an isomorphism Spec((f0)∗OY0) → X0 since X0
is assumed to be normal and f0 birational; [19, 4.3.12]. Since R2(f0)∗(−) = 0, by
Corollary 2.12, R1f∗M commutes with base change, and is S-flat by assumption.
By Proposition 2.10 (ii) with n = 1, f∗M commutes with base change, and is S-flat
by Proposition 2.10 (ii) with n = 0. In particular this holds forM =OY . Hence the
pair (Spec f∗OY , f∗M ) is a deformation of (X0,M0), isomorphic to (X,M) through
the maps Spec f ] and αad.
(ii-iii) Since f∗M is a deformation of (f0)∗M0, global sections generatingM0 lift
to global sections generatingM . Hence the map α¯ is surjective; cf. (2.7.5). But α¯ is
injective too since the strict transform here commutes with base change by Lemma
3.1 and Corollary 2.6, and M is S-flat. 
Example 3.5. Let X0 be a rational surface singularity, M0 a reflexive module and
M0 = fM0 M0 (the topical case). Then R1f∗OY = 0 follows from R1(f0)∗OY0 = 0 by
Proposition 2.10 (i) and Nakayama’s lemma. Since M0 is generated by its global
sections, R1(f0)∗M0 = 0 which implies R1f∗M = 0 again by Proposition 2.10 (i)
and Nakayama’s lemma.
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Corollary 3.6. Identifying isomorphic objects in the fibres of Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0)/Hk
defines a deformation functor Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0) : Hk → Sets. There are correspond-
ingly defined fibred categories and deformation functors Def(X0,M0), DefY0/X0 and
DefX0 . Moreover, there is a commutative diagram of forgetful maps:
Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0)
//

DefY0/X0

Def(X0,M0)
// DefX0
We write ‘local family’ to indicate membership in any of the fibred categories.
Definition 3.7. Suppose F and G are set-valued contravariant functors of Hk with
|F (Spec k)| = |G(Spec k)| = 1. Then a natural transformation ϕ : F → G is smooth
if for all closed embeddings S → R in Hk, the natural map F (R)→ F (S)×G(S)G(R)
is surjective.
In particular ϕ is surjective. With this definition versality of a pair (R, ξ), ξ ∈
F (R) is the same as smoothness of the corresponding Yoneda map hR → F and R
algebraic over k.
4. Normality and McKay-Wunram correspondence of blowing-up
We prove normality of the blowing-up of a rational surface singularity in a re-
flexive module and a McKay-Wunram correspondence with such blowing-ups. The
following statement about deformations is a key ingredient in the proofs of the main
results.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose f0 : Y0 → X0 is a partial resolution of a rational surface
singularity and M0 a rank r reflexive OX0-module. Assume that M0 = fM0 M0 is
locally free on Y0. Let (f : Y → X,M /M) be a deformation in Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0)(S).
Let 0→O⊕r−1X → M → J → 0 be the short exact sequence of OX-modules defined
by a lifting of r − 1 elements in M0 with the property in Lemma 2.9.
(i) There are natural isomorphisms of OX-modules:JMK ∼= f∗∧rM ∼= J
(ii) Put F0 =
∧rM0. Then the map
η : Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0) −→ Def(Y0/X0,F0/f0∗F0)
given by (f : Y → X,M /M) 7→ (f : Y → X,∧rM /f∗∧rM ) is well defined
and smooth.
Proof. (i) There is a natural map e :
∧r
f∗M → f∗
∧rM . We prove that e is sur-
jective. Let s2, . . . , sr denote the given global sections in M and let L denote the
cokernel of the induced map i : O⊕r−1Y → M . The central fibre i0 of i is injective
and coker i0 is an invertible sheaf (Lemma 2.9). It follows that L is S-flat and in-
vertible. Since M → L is locally split, the OY -linear map w : M →
∧rM defined
by m 7→ m ∧ s2 ∧ · · · ∧ sr is surjective and the induced sequence
(4.1.1) ξ : 0→O⊕r−1Y i−−→M w−−→
∧rM → 0
is short exact. Push forward of ξ by f gives a short exact sequence
(4.1.2) 0→O⊕r−1X
f∗i−−−→M f∗w−−−→ f∗
∧rM → 0
by Lemma 3.4 and Example 3.5. Note that f∗w factors via e and e is thus surjective.
By Lemma 3.1, e is generically injective. Since f∗
∧rM is torsion free, e induces a
map e¯ : JMK→ f∗∧rM ∼= J which is an isomorphism.
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(ii) The sequences (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) implies that (f : Y → X,∧rM /f∗∧rM )
is a deformation. Since base change of (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) give sequences with the
same properties, the map η is well defined.
Suppose i : S → R is a closed immersion in Hk and (f ′ : Y ′ → X ′,L /f ′∗L ) an
element in Def(Y0/X0,F0/f0∗F0)(R) which restricts to (Y/X,
∧rM /f∗∧rM ). Since
Ext2Y0(
∧rM0,O⊕r−1Y0 ) = 0, Corollary 2.12 implies that the base change map
(4.1.3) Ext1Y ′(L ,O⊕r−1Y ′ ) −→ Ext1Y (
∧rM ,O⊕r−1Y )
is surjective. In particular there is a short exact sequence
(4.1.4) ξ′ : 0→O⊕r−1Y ′ −→ E −→ L → 0
of OY ′ -modules which pulls back to ξ. Then E is locally free and R-flat. Moreover,
f ′∗E is a deformation ofM by Corollary 2.12. Then (Y ′/X ′,E /f ′∗E ) is a deformation
of (Y/X,M /M) and as in (i) we have
∧rE ∼= L above ∧rM . 
Proposition 4.2 (Normality). Let X be a surface with only rational singularities
and pi : Y → X the blowing-up of X in a reflexiveOX-moduleM . Then Y is normal.
Proof. We may assumeX is a rational surface singularity. The strict transformF =
piMM along the minimal resolution pi : X˜ → X is locally free by Proposition 2.7. By
Lemma 4.1, JMK ∼= pi∗(∧rF ). Since ∧rF is an invertible sheaf, JMK is an integrally
closed fractional ideal by [41, 5.3]. By [41, 8.1] the blowing-up BlJMK(X) ∼= Y is
normal. 
The following class of reflexive modules was introduced in [58]. Let pi : X˜ → X
be the minimal resolution of a rational surface singularity, M a (non-trivial) reflex-
ive OX -module and F = piMM the strict transform. Put Fω = H omX˜(F , ωX˜)
and F∨ = H om
X˜
(F ,OX˜). While in general R1pi∗Fω = 0 (Proposition 2.7), we
say that M is Wunram if the stronger condition R1pi∗F∨ = 0 holds. Note that for
RDPs all reflexive are Wunram since ωX˜ ∼=OX˜ . Wunram constructed the indecom-
posabel non-projective Wunram modules as follows. Let Di be an effective prime
divisor transversal to the prime component Ei in the fundamental cycle E(pi) as
in Proposition 2.3 (iii). Choose a minimal number of ri generating global sections
in ODi . Let G be the kernel of the induced map O⊕riX˜ → ODi . Then G is locally
free of rank ri. Put Fi = G ∨ and Mi = pi∗Fi. One obtains sequences α and β
as in Lemma 2.9. Applying Hom
X˜
(−,OX˜) to α gives a short exact sequence on X
by choice and R1pi∗F∨i = 0. Then Mi is reflexive and piMMi ∼= Fi; cf. Proposition
2.7. Moreover, ri = dimk H0(ODi) = c1(Fi).E(pi) which equals the multiplicity of
Ei in the fundamental cycle E(pi). This is Wunram’s direct generalisation of the
(geometric) McKay correspondence (cf. [18], [4, 1.11]); see [58, 1.2] which also con-
tains a ‘multiplication formula’. Note that Wunram’s result is stated in the analytic
category, but his proof of [58, 1.2] holds in all characteristics (with henselian local
rings). Iyama and Wemyss generalised Wunram modules to all normal surface sin-
gularities with several characterisations in [30, 2.6-7]. Van den Bergh gave a higher
dimensional generalisation (of the sheaves) in [51, 3.5.1-4].
We prove a blowing-up version of the McKay-Wunram correspondence.
Theorem 4.3. Let pi : X˜ → X be the minimal resolution of a rational surface
singularity.
(i) Blowing X up in a reflexive OX-module M gives a partial resolution f : Y =
BlM (X)→ X dominated by the minimal resolution. The partial resolution is
obtained by contracting the prime components {Ei | c1(piMM).Ei = 0} of the
exceptional divisor E(pi) in X˜.
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(ii) Every partial resolution of X dominated by the minimal resolution is given
by blowing up X in a Wunram OX-module M and two Wunram modules
give isomorphic partial resolutions if and only if they have the same non-free
indecomposable summands.
(iii) The association M ′ 7→ c1(fMM ′) gives a one-to-one correspondence between
stable isomorphism classes of Wunram modules with the same non-free in-
decomposable summands as M , and isomorphism classes of ample invertible
sheaves on Y .
(iv) If M = Mi is an indecomposable Wunram module then E(f)red ∼= P1 is the
image of Ei under the contraction map X˜ → Y . The rank of Mi equals the
(generic) multiplicity of the unreduced exceptional fiber E(f) in Y.
Proof. (i) Proposition 4.2 gives normality of Y . By Proposition 2.7 and the univer-
sality of the blowing-up in Proposition 2.5, pi factors through f . Suppose g : Y ′ → X
is a partial resolution dominated by the minimal resolution such thatM = gMM is
locally free. Let E¯j ⊂ Y ′ denote the image of some exceptional component Ej ⊂ X˜.
Let h : Y ′ → Y ′′ be the contraction of E¯j with y = h(E¯j). Put Y ′′y = SpecOhY ′′, y and
let p : V → Y ′′y be the base change of h along the natural ly : Y ′′y → Y ′′. Then p is
a resolution of a rational surface singularity. Let q : V → Y ′ denote the projection
and g′ : Y ′′ → X the natural map with g = g′h. Then (g′)MM ∼= h∗M is locally free
⇔ pMl∗y(g′)MM ∼= O⊕ rkMV by Lemma 2.9. Since hMh∗M ∼= M by Proposition 2.7,
Corollary 2.6 gives the isomorphism q∗M ∼= pMl∗yh∗M . It follows by Lemma 2.9
and Proposition 2.3 (iia) that h∗M is locally free ⇔ c1(q∗M ).q−1(E¯j) = 0. Finally
c1(q
∗M ).q−1(E¯j) = c1(M ).E¯j .
(ii-iii) are direct consequences of (i), Wunram’s [58, 1.2] and Proposition 2.3.
(iv) See Proposition 2.3. The generic multiplicity of E(f) equals c1(piMMi).E(pi)
which by Wunram’s [58, 1.2] equals rkMi. 
Since all reflexive modules are Wunram if X is an RDP we retain Curto and
Morrisons theorem [13, 2.2], however with the strengthening that the blowing-up
of X in a reflexive module is normal. For a very different construction of minimal
(and partial) resolutions of rational singularities employing the Wunram modules,
see [32, 5.4.2].
Example 4.4. Let f : X˜c → X be the partial resolution obtained by contracting
the (−2)-curves in X˜. Then f is called the RDP-resolution of X. In particular,
X˜c has only RDP-singularities and is the canonical model of X. By rationality
pi∗ωX˜ ∼= ωX ; [6, 4.12]. By Proposition 2.7, piMωX ∼= ωX˜ . For any Ei, adjunction
gives ωX˜ .Ei = −2−E2i , hence Theorem 4.3 implies that the RDP-resolution is given
by blowing up X in ωX . If i : U → X denotes the regular locus, let ωnX denote the
image of the natural map ω⊗nX → i∗(ω⊗nU ). Then X˜c ∼= BlωX (X) ∼= Proj(
⊕
n>0 ω
n
X)
which is the scheme-theoretic closed image of U in P(ωX); cf. (2.6.2).
5. The main theorem
Theorem 5.1. Let f : Y → X be the blowing-up of a rational surface singularity in
a reflexive OX-module M . Let M denote the strict transform fMM . The forgetful
maps give a commutative diagram of deformation functors
Def(Y/X,M/M)
β //
α

DefY/X

Def(X,M) // DefX
with the following properties:
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(i) α is injective
(ii) β is smooth, in particular surjective
(iii) β is an isomorphism if M is rigid. In particular, β is an isomorphism if M
is a Wunram module or if rkM = 1.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is divided into several steps. The following result
implies (i) and the stronger statement will be needed in the application to flops.
Proposition 5.2. Let f0 : Y0 → X0 be the blowing-up of a rational surface sin-
gularity in a reflexive OX0-module M0. Let M0 denote the strict transform fMM0.
Put
Def ′′(X0,M0) = im{α : Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0) → Def(X0,M0)}
Then blowing-up gives a map γ : Def ′′(X0,M0) → Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0) such that the com-
position
Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0)
α−−→ Def ′′(X0,M0)
γ−−→ Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0)
is the identity.
Proof. Let (f : Y → X,M /M) be an element in Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0)(S). Let f ′ : Y ′ →
X denote the blowing-up of X in M with (f ′)∗M → (f ′)MM = M ′ the quotient
map of sheaves. It gives a map of pairs (Y ′/X,M ′/M) which is a deformation of
(Y0/X0,M0/M0) by Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 2.6. By the universal property in
Proposition 2.5 there is a unique factorisation g : Y → Y ′ of f with g∗M ′ ∼= M .
The restriction of g to the central fibre is an isomorphism. It follows that g is
an isomomorphism (cf. the proof of Lemma 3.1) which implies that (f,M /M) ∼=
(f ′,M ′/M) as deformations. Hence γ is well defined with γα ' id. 
Lemma 5.3. Let f0 : Y0 → X0 be a partial resolution of a normal surface singu-
larity and M0 a locally free, coherent OY0-module. Put M0 = (f0)∗M0. Assume
Ext1Y0(M0,M0) = 0. Then the forgetful map Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0) → DefY0/X0 is in-
jective.
Proof. Given elements (Y/X,M /M) and (Y ′/X ′,M ′/M ′) in Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0)(S)
such that (f : Y → X) ∼= (f ′ : Y ′ → X ′) as deformations of f0. We use this iso-
morphism to identify f ′ with f . Corollary 2.12 gives that the base change map
of H0(OY )-modules HomY (M ,M ′) → EndY0(M0) is a deformation. In particular
there is an OY -linear homomorphism θ : M →M ′ lifting idM0 . It follows that θ is
an isomorphism of deformations (sinceM ′ is S-flat) which, pushed down, gives an
isomorphism M ∼= M ′. 
Lemma 5.4. Let f0 : Y0 → X0 be a partial resolution of a rational surface sin-
gularity and L0 an invertible OY0-module generated by its global sections. Put
M0 = (f0)∗L0. Then the forgetful map Def(Y0/X0,L0/M0) −→ DefY0/X0 is an iso-
morphism.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3 we only have to show surjectivity. Let f : Y → X be an
element in DefY0/X0(S). Proposition 2.3 implies that there is an effective Cartier
divisor D0 in Y0 intersecting E(f)red transversally with L0 ∼= OY0(D0). Locally
around SuppD0 there is a non-zero-divisor t0 defining D0. Any local section t
in OY lifting t0 is a non-zero-divisor and defines an S-flat divisor D in Y . Put
M = f∗OY (D). Then (f,OY (D)/M) is a deformation of (f0,L0/M0). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Proposition 5.2 implies injectivity of α. By Lemma 4.1 and
Lemma 5.4, β is smooth, and with Lemma 5.3 an isomorphism if fMM is rigid.
For the Wunram case, let g : Y˜ → Y be the minimal resolution. Put pi = fg and
F = piMM . Then g∗M ∼= F and g∗F ∼= M by Proposition 2.7. By Theorem 4.3,
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Y is normal so g∗OY˜ ∼=OY . The natural isomorphism M∨ ∼= g∗(F∨) follows. The
Leray spectral sequence gives a short exact sequence
(5.4.1) 0→ R1f∗(g∗(F∨)) −→ R1pi∗(F∨) −→ f∗R1g∗(F∨)→ 0.
If M is Wunram then R1pi∗(F∨) = 0 and so R1f∗(M∨) = 0. As M is generated
by its global sections there is a surjection O⊕nY →M . It induces a surjection
(5.4.2) H1(Y,H omOY (M ,O⊕nY )) −→ H1(Y,EndOY (M )).
Hence M is rigid. 
Remark 5.5. The following result is a corollary of Theorem 5.1. The proof shows
that Def ′′(X0,M0) in Proposition 5.2 is the largest subfunctor of Def(X0,M0) for which
blowing up gives a flat family.
Corollary 5.6. Let f0 : Y0 → X0 be the blowing-up of a rational surface singularity
in a reflexive OX0-module M0. Put M0 = fM0 M0. Then the functors Def(X0,M0),
Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0) and DefY0/X0 all have versal elements.
Proof. By [25, 10.2] the functor Def(X0,M0) has a versal element, say (X,M) ∈
Def(X0,M0)(R). Let f : Y = BlM (X) → X denote the blowing-up. By Proposition
2.5, Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 2.6 the closed fibre equals f0. By choosing a finite
type representative, [49, Lemma 05PI] gives a flattening subscheme R¯ ⊆ R for
Y → R. Let (X¯, M¯) denote the induced image in Def(X0,M0)(R¯) and f¯ : Y¯ → X¯ the
pullback of f . Put M = fMM . There is a natural map f¯∗M¯ → M|Y¯ =: M¯ and
(Y¯/X¯, M¯ /M¯) is an element in Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0)(R¯).
To test for versality of (Y¯/X¯, M¯ /M¯) apply versality of (X,M) and the univer-
sality of Y¯ → R¯. Versality follows since the forgetful map α in Theorem 5.1 is
injective.
Moreover, since β in Theorem 5.1 is smooth, f¯ : Y¯ → X¯ is a versal element in
DefY0/X0(V¯ ). 
Corollary 5.7 (Lipman [42]). Let X0 be a rational surface singularity and let
f0 : X˜
c
0 → X0 denote the RDP-resolution. Then the forgetful map DefX˜c0/X0 →
DefX0 is injective.
Proof. Note that X˜c0 ∼= BlωX0 (X0); see Example 4.4. For a deformation X/S let
ωX/S denote (the henselisation of) the dualising module. It is S-flat with canonical
modules in the fibres; cf. [12, Section 3.5]. The map DefX0 → Def(X0,ωX0 ) defined
by X/S 7→ (X/S, ωX/S) is an isomorphism (use Corollary 2.12 as in the proof of
Lemma 5.3). By Theorem 5.1 the result follows. 
Remark 5.8. Let X/S be the minimal versal element in DefX0 . Consider the functor
ResX/S of local henselian schemes over S where ResX/S(S′/S) is the set of (isomor-
phism classes of) proper maps Y → XS′ such that Y is S′-flat and the closed fibre
Y0 → X0 is the minimal resolution. There is a choice of finite type representative
X ft/Sft of X/S with finite singular locus over Sft such that ResX/S is represented
by the henselisation in X ft0 / Spec k of the algebraic space ResXft/Sft defined by Artin
in [2]. Let e : R→ S be the minimal versal base for ResX/S . Then e is a finite map
from R onto the Artin component A in S; [2, Thm. 3]. This generalises Brieskorn’s
(analytic) result for RDPs (then A = S). Brieskorn’s use of simple Lie algebras also
gave the covering with the corresponding Weyl group as Galois group; [9]. Wahl in
[55, Thm. 1] showed that if Wi is the Weyl group corresponding to the i-th RDP
on the RDP-resolution X˜c0 of X0 then R → A is Galois with
∏
Wi as group. The
cruical new ingredient was that Def
X˜c0/X0
→ DefX0 is injective. This was proved by
Lipman in [42] (with a formulation as in Corollary 5.7).
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The functor ResX/S is related to our DefX˜0/X0 as follows. Let (f : Y → XR)
be a minimal versal element in ResX/S(R/S). Then f is proper with the minimal
resolution as closed fibre. Since R2(f0)∗(−) = 0 and R1(f0)∗OY0 = 0, Corollary 2.12
and Nakayama’s lemma implies that R1f∗OY = 0. Hence f gives a versal element
in Def
X˜0/X0
(R) by the proof of [2, 3.3] (without restricting to artin rings) in all
characteristics. By [2, 4.6] it is minimal versal ifX0 is equivariant (e.g. if char k = 0);
cf. [53].
Remark 5.9. The commutative diagram in Theorem 5.1 implies that there is a
commutative diagram
(5.9.1) R(Y0,M0)
b //
a

R(Y0)
d

R(X0,M0)
c // R(X0)
of corresponding minimal versal base spaces. It may be interesting to study the
components of R(X0,M0). For instance, the components in R(Y0,M0) are compo-
nents in R(X0,M0) as will be shown elsewhere. One can also study the components
of R(X0) in terms of the deformation theory of pairs for various M0. Since b is
smooth the components of R(Y0,M0) correspond to the components of R(Y0) and
hence (e.g. by the discussion in Remark 5.8 and similar results for partial resolu-
tions) to components of R(X0). Note that by Theorem 4.3 any partial resolution
dominated by the minimal resolution is obtained for some M0. Since a always is an
embedding, Brieskorn’s covering phenomena will reemerge for a restriction of the
map c.
Example 5.10. Let A2 be the henselisation of A2C at the origin and q : A2 → X =
A2/G the quotient map for a finite subgroup G of SL2(C) so that in particular X is
an RDP. PutM reg = q∗OA2 . ThenM reg corresponds to the regularG-representation
(i.e.M reg ∼= (q∗OA2 [G])G whereG acts on the coefficients as well). Since all indecom-
posable reflexiveOX -modules are direct summands ofM reg, the blowing-up of X in
M reg is the minimal resolution pi : X˜ → X by Theorem 4.3. Put M reg = piMM reg.
By Theorem 5.1 the map b : R(X˜,M reg) → R(X˜) is an isomorphism, and hence
ab−1 : R(X˜) → R(X,M reg) is a closed immersion. It will be shown elsewhere that
the image is an irreducible component. Thus R(X,M reg) has a distinguished com-
ponent such that the restriction of the forgetful map c : R(X,M reg) → R(X) is a
Galois covering (from Briskorn’s result) with covering group the Weyl group with
Coxeter-Dynkin diagram equal to the dual graph of the exceptional divisor in the
minimal resolution.
Example 5.11 (The fundamental module). Let X0 be a normal surface singular-
ity, ωX0 the canonical module, and m0 the maximal OX0 -ideal. There are natural
isomorphisms Ext1X0(m0, ω0) ∼= Ext2X0(OX0/m0, ω0) ∼= k by local duality theory.
Choose a short exact sequence
(5.11.1) 0→ ωX0 −→ F0 −→ m0 → 0
which represents 1 ∈ k. It follows that F0 is reflexive of rank 2; cf. [26, 5.7]. Let
f0 : Y0 → X0 denote the blowing-up in F0. Assume X0 is an RDP and char(k) = 0.
We claim that the minimal versal base scheme R(X0, F0) consists of two irreducible
components; R0 and RE , informally defined as:
(R0) Deformations of X0 with a section
(RE) Deformations of the pair (X0, F0) which give a flat blowing-up
For the An, Dn and En the dimensions are dimR0 = n+ 2 and dimRE = n. More
specifically: Note that ExtjX0(m0, ωX0)
∼= Extj+1X0 (OX0/m0, ωX0) is 0 for j 6= 1 by
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local duality theory. For (X, I) ∈ Def(X0,m0)(S) the base change map gives a defor-
mation of modules Ext1X(I, ωX/S)→ Ext1X0(m0, ωX0) by Corollary 2.12. Lifting the
extension (5.11.1) along this map gives an S-flatOX -module F specialising to F0; cf.
[28, 3.1]. One obtains a smooth map Def(X0,m0) → Def(X0,F0); see [25, 9.11]. Let x0
denote the closed point in X0. There is a functor DefX03x0 of deformations X → S
ofX0 with a sectionX ← S. The kernel of the surjectionOX →OS gives an element
in Def(X0,m0) and hence a map DefX03x0 → Def(X0,m0). If X → R(X0) denotes the
minimal versal family of DefX0 then the base change X
2 → X of X → R(X0) to X
with the diagonal as section is a minimal versal family for DefX03x0 ; [27, 6.7]. Then
R0 is defined as the image of X under the composition DefX03x0 → Def(X0,F0).
Moreover, RE is defined as the image of ab−1 : R(Y0)→ R(X0,M0). A proof of the
claim will be published elsewhere.
6. An application to flops
We apply our results to describe flops contracting to cDV-points. The results
generalise the conjectures stated by Curto and Morrison in [13].
Let X0 denote an RDP and assume char(k) 6= 2. Then X0 is a hypersurface
singularity defined by a polynomial of the form F = z2 + d(x, y) by [3]. There is a
non-trivial involution σ0 : X0 → X0 defined by z 7→ −z.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose M0 is a reflexive OX0-module without free summands and
let M+0 denote the syzygy module of M0. Let f0 : Y0 → X0 and f+0 : Y +0 → X0 be
the blowing-up of X0 in M0 and M+0 , respectively.
(i) Taking the syzygy gives a well defined map δ : Def(X0,M0) → Def(X0,M+0 ) which
is an isomorphism.
(ii) There is a unique isomorphism θ0 : Y0 → Y +0 with f+0 θ0 = σ0f0. More-
over, for any deformation f : Y → X in DefY0/X0(S) with image (X,M)
in Def(X0,M0)(S), there is an involution σ of X extending σ0 such that the
blowing-up f+ : Y + → X of X in the syzygy M+ is isomorphic to σf by a
unique isomorphism θ : Y → Y + which extends θ0.
(iii) The composition of αβ−1 for f0 in Theorem 5.1 with δ and the inverse of
αβ−1 for f+0 is a well defined isomorphism
+: DefY0/X0
'−−−−−→ Def
Y +0 /X0
which is independent of M0 within the class of reflexive OX0-modules with f0
as blowing-up; cf. Theorem 4.3 (ii).
Proof. (i) Fix a minimal free cover ε0 : O⊕nX0 → M0 and define M+0 as ker ε0. For a
deformation (X,M) of (X0,M0) choose a lifting ε : O⊕nX →M of ε0 and define M+
as ker ε. Then (X,M+) is a deformation of (X0,M+0 ). Another choice of lifting of
ε0 gives an isomorphic deformation and δ is well defined. Since X0 is a hypersurface
singularity and M0 is MCM there is an isomorphism Syz2X0(M0) ∼= M0 (see [15])
which extends to any deformation (X,M).
(ii) By [36, 2.6 (ii)] the pullback σ∗0M0 is isomorphic to M
+
0 . It follows from
Proposition 2.5 that f+0 is uniquely isomorphic to σ0f0. The tangent space of
the (unobstructed) deformation functor DefX0 is given by OX0/(Fx, Fy, Fz). Since
char(k) 6= 2, a versal deformation may be chosen of the form z2 + D(x, y, t) for
some variables t = t1, . . . , tn and hence X is isomorphic to a deformation of this
form, too. Then σ0 extends trivially to an involution σ of X. Again by [36, 2.6 (ii)],
σ∗M ∼= M+. Then f+ is isomorphic to σf by Proposition 2.5.
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(iii) In particular, Y + is S-flat and so the map + is well defined, an isomorphism
since +2 ' id, and independent of the module since we may use the same involution
σ. 
Definition 6.2. For a singularity SpecB, we say that SpecB/(u) is a good hyper-
plane section if u is a non-zero-divisor contained in mBrm2B such that SpecB/(u)
is an isolated singularity. With T = Spec k[t]h the associated map SpecB → T
defined by t 7→ u is called the hyperplane section map.
If dim SpecB = 3 and SpecB/(u) is an RDP for a generic choice of u ∈ mBrm2B ,
SpecB is called a cDV; cf. [40, 5.32].
Assume g : W → Z is a small partial resolution of a normal singularity, KW
is numerically g-trivial and that D is a Q-Cartier divisor on W such that −D is
g-ample. Then a D-flop of g is a partial resolution g+ : W+ → Z such that the
strict transform D+ of D to W+ is g+-ample; cf. [40, 6.10] and [37]. If Σ(g) is
irreducible, then g+ is called a simple flop of g. If dimZ = 3, the length of a simple
flop is defined as the length at the generic point of E(g); see [11, 16.7]. In a flop, W
and W+ typically share many properties, e.g. the number and type of singularities
[37, 2.4].
Assume char(k) = 0 for the rest of the article. We will consider the case where Z
is an isolated cDV which is equivalent to Z being Gorenstein and terminal; cf. [40,
5.38]. Moreover, Z is rational by R. Elkik’s [16, Thé. 2]; cf. [40, 5.42]. By a theorem of
Reid any crepant partial resolution g : W → Z is small, any good hyperplane section
X ⊂ Z has a normal strict transform Y ⊂W and the induced map f : Y → X is a
partial resolution of an RDP dominated by the minimal resolution, see [47, 1.14].
This allows us to apply Theorem 5.1. We show that g and its flop g+ is given as a
blowing-up in an MCM module and in its syzygy module. In addition to existence
the construction gives the flops independence of the divisor D.
Theorem 6.3. Suppose g : W → Z is a small partial resolution of an isolated cDV
singularity. Let D be a Cartier divisor on W such that −D is g-ample. Then:
(i) There is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay OZ-module M such that
∧rkM
gMM ∼=
OW (−D) and g is isomorphic to the blowing-up BlM (Z)→ Z.
(ii) Let M+ denote the syzygy module of M . Then
BlM (Z) −−→ Z g
+
←−−− BlM+(Z) = W+
gives the unique D-flop of g and
∧rkM+
(g+)MM+ ∼= OW+(D+) where D+ is
the strict transform of D to W+.
(iii) Given g, the D-flop is independent of the Cartier divisor D.
(iv) If the flop is simple,M can be chosen to be indecomposable and then the length
of the flop equals rkM .
Proof. (i) Let f0 : Y0 → X0 be the strict transform along g of a good hyperplane
section of Z. Then f0 is a partial resolution of the RDP X0 dominated by the
minimal resolution; [47, 1.14]. With T = Spec k[t]h, the hyperplane section map
gives g as an element in DefY0/X0(T ). Let j : Y0 →W denote the closed embedding.
By Proposition 2.3 the restriction j∗ : PicW → PicY0 is an isomorphism where the
ample sheaves are in correspondence. In particular j∗OW (−D) is ample, isomorphic
to c1(fM0 M0) for a reflexive OX0-module M0 and f0 is the blowing-up of X0 in M0
by Theorem 4.3. We may assume M0 is without free summands. By Theorem 5.1
and Proposition 5.2 the image of g in Def(X0,M0)(T ) gives a pair (Z,M) such that
g is the blowing-up of Z in M . Note that depthM = depthOT + depthM0 = 1 + 2
so M is MCM. By Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 2.6, j∗gMM ∼= fM0 M0 and hence
OW (−D) ∼= c1(gMM) by Proposition 2.3 (iv).
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(ii) By Proposition 2.3 we may assume that −D is an effective divisor intersecting
the g-exceptional locus transversally, hitting all components. Put D¯ = g∗(D); a Weil
divisor. By Lemma 6.1 there is an involution σ on Z and σg : W → Z is isomorphic
to g+. In particular D+ is Cartier. There is a degree 2 covering Z → P where P is
regular and σ is the covering involution. Since σ∗(−D¯)− D¯ is σ-invariant, it is the
pullback of a (principal) Cartier divisor on P ; cf. [37, 2.3]. By Lemma 4.1 there is
a short exact sequence (r = rkM):
(6.3.1) 0→O⊕r−1Z s−−→M −→ g∗OW (−D)→ 0
By [36, 2.6 (ii)], σ∗M ∼= M+. If i : U ↪→ Z denotes the inclusion of the regular
locus, the restriction map g∗OW (−D) → i∗i∗g∗OW (−D) is an isomorphism since
(6.3.1) implies depth g∗OW (−D) > 2. It follows that σ∗g∗OW (−D) ∼= g+∗ OW+(D+)
since σ∗(−D¯) ∼ D¯ = g+∗ (D+). Then σ∗ (= σ∗) applied to (6.3.1) gives the short
exact sequence
(6.3.2) 0→O⊕r−1Z σ
∗s−−−−→M+ −→ g+∗ OW+(D+)→ 0
and
∧r
(g+)MM+ is isomorphic to OW+(D+) by restricting to U and extending to
W+; cf. (4.1.1). In particular, D+ is ample by Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 4.3 as
in the proof of (i). If g] : W ] → Z is another D-flop of g and D] the strict transform
of D, then g]∗(OW ](D])) ∼= g∗OW (−D) ∼= JM+K (Lemma 4.1) and g] ∼= g+ by [40,
6.2].
(iii) Let D′ be a Cartier divisor on W such that −D′ is ample. By the above
construction, g is given by blowing up Z in a maximal Cohen-Macaulay moduleM ′.
The D′-flop which is given by blowing up Z in the syzygy (M ′)+ is a deformation
in Def
Y +0 /X0
(T ) equal to f+ by Lemma 6.1 (iii).
(iv) Since E(f0) is irreducible, we can by Theorem 4.3 assume that M0 is inde-
composable and hence that the rank ofM0 is the intersection number c1(M0).E(f0)
which equals the length of the scheme E(f0) at its generic point. By Proposition
2.3 (iv) this is also the length of E(g) at its generic point which is the length of the
flop. 
Remark 6.4. The flop’s independence of the divisor D (even though the contraction
g is not necessarily extremal) is known; e.g. [38, below Def. 3].
Remark 6.5. Theorem 6.3 is directly motivated by Curto and Morrison’s conjectures
[13, Conj. 1-3] about simple flops described in terms of matrix factorisations which
they hoped would enable more explicit versions of the Bridgeland-Chen theorem
and its applications. They also noted that Van den Bergh’s approach in [51] seemed
closely related to their own. Assume g : W → Z is a projective map with Z a
singularity of arbitrary dimension, g has at most 1-dimensional fibres, R1g∗OW = 0,
and E(g)red = ∪Ei. Van den Bergh constructs a projective generatorP =OW⊕M
for the category−1Per(W/Z) such that Q =OW⊕M∨ is a projective generator for
0Per(W/Z); [51, 3.2.7]. Moreover, M =
⊕
Mi for locally free sheaves Mi that are
generalisations of the strict transform of Wunram modules with c1(Mi).Ej = δij ;
[51, 3.5.5]. In particular M = gMM for g and M as in Theorem 6.3. With further
conditions (normality, g birational, codimΣ(g) > 2 and Z a canonical hypersurface
singularity of multiplicity 2) there exists a flop g+ = σg for an involution σ by
[37, 2.2-3]. Put M = g∗M . Van den Bergh shows that the corresponding M+
for g+: W+ → Z satisfies g+∗M+ ∼= M∨; [51, 4.3.1]. Put P+ = OW+⊕M+ and
Q+ = OW+⊕(M+)∨. His main result [51, 4.4.2] implies that W and W+ both
are derived equivalent with EndW (P) ∼= EndZ(OZ⊕M) ∼= EndW+(Q+) such that−1Per(W/Z) ' Coh(EndW (P)) '0Per(W+/Z).
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We note that since M is MCM by [51, 3.2.9], there is an isomorphism of M∨ ∼=
σ∗M with the syzygy module SyzM by [36, 2.6 (ii)]. This implies that g+∗P+ is
isomorphic to OZ⊕SyzM . With g and M as in Theorem 6.3 we get that W+ ∼=
Blg∗Q(Z).
Wemyss and collaborators have developed these ideas in several directions. Put
Λ = EndW (Q)
∼= EndW (P)op. While Van den Bergh has no construction of the
flop maps, Karmazyn [32, 5.2.4] reconstructs g (in a more general situation) as a
quiver GIT moduli space Mrk,ϑ(Λ) → Z where the ranks of the indecomposable
summands in P determine the dimension vector rk and the stability condition ϑ;
[32, 5.1.2]. This contrasts with our direct, geometric construction in Theorem 6.3
by blowing up in a MCM module and (for the flop) in its syzygy and it would be
interesting to know how the two approaches are related.
Assume Z is 3-dimensional and Gorenstein,W is Gorenstein with terminal singu-
larities, g is birational, dimE(g) = 1, and R1g∗OW = 0; [57, 2.9]. Suppose a subset
∪i∈IEi is contracted by a small birational map gI : W → WI with h : WI → Z
and g = hg+I and with flop g
+
I : W
+ → WI . Put g+ = hg+I . Wemyss defines muta-
tion operators νI and µI [57, 2.18] such that g+∗ Q+ ∼= νI(OZ⊕M∨); [57, 4.2]. The
translation of flop to mutation of the module on Z allows better control, e.g. of
possible new flops and relations to the chamber structure in the quiver GIT moduli
spaces, as demonstrated in [57]. We note that in the case h = id (i.e. all curves are
flopped), ν(OZ⊕M∨) =OZ⊕(SyzM)∨ and µ(OZ⊕M) =OZ⊕ SyzM by definition,
which ties our construction of the flop to Wemyss’ [57, 4.19]. With assumptions as
in Theorem 6.3, W+ ∼= BlµM (Z). One may ask if this equation generalises.
We now consider the relative case. First some notation needed in the statement
of Theorem 6.6. Let T = Spec k[t]h and TS = T×hS for S = SpecA and A any
henselian local k-algebra. Let SpecB → S be a local family of singularities, with
central fibre SpecB0. If u ∈ mB maps to u0 ∈ B0 then u0 is a non-zero-divisor if and
only if u is a non-zero-divisor and SpecB/(u) is S-flat; cf. [23, 19.2.4]. Moreover,
t 7→ u defines a flat map SpecB → TS which extends SpecB0 → T defined by u0.
Suppose g : W → Z is a local family over S where the central fibre g0 : W0 → Z0
is a small partial resolution of a cDV singularity. Let f0 : Y0 → X0 be the strict
transform along g0 of any good hyperplane section X0 of Z0. Then f0 is a partial
resolution of an RDP dominated by the minimal resolution; [47, 1.14]. By Corollary
5.6 there is a versal family Y f−−→ X → R for DefY0/X0 . By Theorem 4.3 there exists
a reflexive OX0 -module such that blowing up X0 in it gives f0. With these notions
fixed we have:
Theorem 6.6. For every reflexive OX0-module M0 such that f0 is given by blowing
up X0 in M0, there is a deformation (X,M) in Def(X0,M0)(R) with the following
properties:
(i) Let Z → TS be an extension of the hyperplane section map Z0 → T . Then
there is a map h : TS → R such that g : W → Z is the base change of f along
h.
(ii) Let N be the base change of M along h. Then g is the blowing-up of Z in N .
(iii) Let N+ denote the syzygy module of N . Blowing up Z in N+ gives a local
family g+ : W+→ Z with central fibre g+0 which is the unique flop of g0.
Proof. Let M0 denote the strict transform fM0 M0. Let (Y/X,M /M) be the versal
element in Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0)(R) corresponding to f by Theorem 5.1. Then (X,M) ∈
Def(X0,M0)(R).
(i) Note that W → Z → TS is an element in DefY0/X0(TS). Use versality of f .
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(ii) Blowing up X in M gives f : Y → X back and the strict transform of M is
M ; see Proposition 5.2. Then g is the blowing-up in N since blowing-up commutes
with base change by Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 2.6.
(iii) Let M+ denote the syzygy module of M . Then the central fibre of M+
equals the syzygy M+0 of M0 and the blowing-up of X0 in M
+
0 gives by Theorem
4.3 a partial resolution f+0 : Y
+
0 → X0. Put M+0 = (f+0 )MM+0 . By Lemma 6.1,
Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 blowing up X in M+ gives a versal element
f+ : Y + → X in Def
Y +0 /X0
(R). Let σ be the involution of X extending σ0 given in
Lemma 6.1. Taking syzygies and blowing up commutes with base change (Lemma
3.1 and Corollary 2.6). The pullback of f+ by h gives a map g+ : W+ → Z such
that its central fibre g+0 is a small partial resolution. The involution σ pulls back to
an involution h∗σ of Z and (h∗σ)g = g+. In particular, g+0 is the unique flop of g0;
see Theorem 6.3. 
Remark 6.7. Our results imply the three conjectures stated by Curto and Morrison
in [13]. Conjecture 1 states that every simple flop (i.e. of a simple, small resolution)
of length l is given by blowing up two maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules of rank
l. In Conjecture 2 it is stated that the two modules are syzygy modules of each
other. This is contained in Theorem 6.3. Conjecture 3 says that for a simple partial
resolution Y0 → X0 of an RDP and Y → X → R a versal element in DefY0/X0 , there
is an OX -module M such that the pair (X,M) is in Def(X0,M0)(R) as in Theorem
6.6. Moreover, Y → X is the blowing-up of X in M and the blowing-up of X in
M+ gives a versal family in Def
Y +0 /X0
. This is not contained in Theorem 6.6, but
follows directly from Theorem 5.1, Proposition 5.2 and Lemma 6.1.
The conjectures also contain some statements about matrix factorisations. Recall
that any MCM module on a hypersurface singularity SpecQ/(F ) is obtained as
coker Φ for some pair (Φ,Ψ) of endomorphisms of a free finite rank module on the
non-singular ambient space SpecQ where ΦΨ = F ·id = ΨΦ; see [15]. The family
of deformations X in Theorem 6.6 can be written as SpecQ/(F ) for a hypersurface
polynomial of the form F = z2 + G(x, y, t) where t = t1, . . . , tn since it is given
as a base change of the versal family of an RDP. Conjecture 3 says that there is a
matrix factorisation (Φ,Ψ) of F representing M with
(6.7.1) Φ = zI2l + Θ and Ψ = zI2l −Θ
where Θ is a (2l×2l)-matrix with entries from k[x, y, t]h, l = rkM and (Θ,Θ)
gives a matrix factorisation of −G. This is however true for any hypersurface z2 +
G(some other variables) as was observed by H. Knörrer; see the proof of [36, 2.6
(ii)]. Indeed, put P = k[x, y, t]h and A = SpecP . Then M is free as OA-module of
rank 2l. Multiplication on M with z defines an OA-linear map Θ with Θ2 = −G·id
and (Φ,Ψ) is as required. Conjecture 2 contains a very similar statement.
Remark 6.8. We believe Theorem 6.6 also gives (and clarifies) ‘the universal flop’
in Remark (2) on p. 13 in [13] and in [13, Thm. 5.1]. With notation as in Theorem
6.6, let f+: Y + → X denote the blowing-up of X in the syzygy module M+ and
let f+0 : Y
+
0 → X0 be the closed fibre. If M+ is isomorphic to M , f is isomorphic to
f+ and no pullbacks of (f, f+) can be flops. But if (g0 : W0 → Z0, g+0 : W+0 → Z0)
is a flop over a cDV and f0 : Y0 → X0 is the strict transform along g0 of a good
hyperplane section X0 of Z0 then Theorem 6.6 gives a map Z0 → X such that the
flop is the pullback of (f, f+) along Z0 → X. In this sense all local 3-dimensional
flops of terminal index 1-singularities with a given type of strict transform f0 of
a good hyperplane section are pullbacks from the same pair of maps (f, f+). But
(f, f+) is not a family of flops parametrized by R in the usual sense (e.g. as (g, g+)/S
in Theorem 6.6). Note that the map Z0 → X, as for versal families, is not unique.
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Note also that for a given flop there will be many different good hyperplane sections.
I.e. the same flop is the pullback from many different ‘universal flops’. As an example
consider Reid’s family of flops Z0 : x2 + yz − t2n which are cA1, but also gives
X0 ∼= A2r−1 for r < n by x = tr and X0 ∼= A2rn−1 by t = xr.
Remark 6.9. Our results generalise Curto and Morrison’s Conjecture 1 and 2 to local
families of possibly non-simple small partial resolutions. Theorem 6.6 also shows
that a local family of flops is the pullback of a pair (f, f+) as in Remark 6.8. This
can be turned around to construct some contractions with fibre dimension 1 and
their flops in higher dimensions. Suppose, for a normal singularity Z of dimension
n> 3, there is a sequence of n− 3 hyperplane sections producing a cDV. This gives
a flat family Z → (An−3)h. If the strict transform g0 of the hyperplane sections is a
small partial resolution, Theorem 6.6 would apply to produce g and its flop g+ by
blowing up an MCM and its syzygy on Z. Even without any g, but with an MCM
OZ-module M , n − 2 hyperplane sections make the pair (Z,M) to a deformation
of an RDP with a reflexive module (X0,M0). Let f0 : Y0 → X0 be the blowing-up
of X0 in M0 and M0 = fM0 M0. With notation as in (5.9.1), if the induced map
(An−2)h → R(X0,M0) factors through the image of R(Y0,M0) under the closed
immersion a, then a small partial resolution g : W → Z is obtained by pullback
of the versal family in Def(Y0/X0,M0/M0) and g is also the blowing-up of Z in M .
Moreover, the pullback of the versal family in Def
(Y +0 /X0,M
+
0 /M
+
0 )
along the same
map, see Lemma 6.1, gives the flop g+: W+ → Z which also is the blowing-up of
Z in the syzygy M+.
In this section our aim has been to prove (and generalise) the Curto-Morrison
conjectures. We appreciate that the efforts of Van den Bergh and Wemyss are
concerned with more general contractions, but many of their statements require
a Gorenstein condition. One may ask to what extent our Theorem 5.1, which is
working for all rational surface singularities, can be applied to more general CM
singularities. The blowing-up in a sheaf is a very general technique. It seems that
at least some of the more general contractions (e.g. as in [51, 4.4.2]) are obtained
as blowing-ups, e.g. in g∗P, cf. Remark 6.5. Since the blowing-up has a universal
property this could be useful.
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